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Untitled
USFSP USFSP Bulletin
Vol. 1, No. 24
St. Petersburg Campus Wednesday May 20, 1970
USF beats Wellesley in college bowl
Sunday, USF's College Bowl team downed Wellesley on the TV program,
their last as USF now holds the championship. Next Sunday, the team
of Barbara Little, Chester McMullen III, James Stockeard and
Thomas Swihart will defend their title against challengers from
David and Elkins College in West Virginia. Dr. Steve Rubins
coach's USF's team.
Ex Libris
Things are looking up.
If you've finally gotten to see the pool table back of the bookstore,
come in and see the new gadget bar in the library. There are two
reasons for the bright shiny chains on the gadgets: The gadgets are
to be used three (in close proximity to the waste basket) and they
are for all students and staff members.
And then, to keep you from getting so engrossed in playing with the
gadgets that you might miss your next class, we've installed another
clock. This one is in the study area, UP over the current periodical
shelving.
That's why things (and people) are looking up.
EX Libris Part Two Page two
Student Association
A Student Association meeting was held on May 19 in Building B,
at 11:00 am. In a short session, students discussed the possibility
of another Chicken Luncheon this quarter and procurrence of benches
(around school grounds)
The next meeting will be Tuesday, May 26 at 11:00 am Building B.
All students are urged to attend in order to discuss utilization of
the remaining Student Activities funds for the rest of the quarter
USFSP Bulletin is printed weekly for students in conjunction with the
Student Activities Association. Anyone having pertinent announcements
or information may submit this to Bulletin personnel in the
Student Activities Office. Deadline: Tuesday at Noon.
Quarter IV
Auditions:
CHM 585m984 Selected Topic in Chemistry 5:00-7:00 TR
HTY 591 964 Pro-Seminar in History 6:00-10:00 pm
EDS 550 601 Nature and Needs of the Gifted 11:00-2:00 pm
EDS 559 Field Work for the Gifted TBA
*taken together
EDE 415 601 Arithmetic for the Child. 12;00-2:00 MW
EDF 305 951 Human Development and Learning 5:00-8:00 MW
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If any of you tried to use the library on April 30th and were driven
out by the confusion of people, books, boxes, papers, cards, and noise,
were very sorry. But the results of that day of disorder, chaos,
disarray, jumble, and clutter (Webster's New Dictionary of Synonyms)
are now ready for you to use.
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Untitled
More Books *** Over 700 more, in fact.
We have smattering of titles on the Recent Acquisitions Rack, and many
more are filed in their correct places on the regular shelves.
The library cards are being filed in the card catalog as fast as
possible, but if you can't find a title, please ask one of the
librarians to help you.
This windfall is a collection recommended by the Journal, Choice,
which was purchased in toto by the Acquisitions Department of the
University Library for the St. Petersburg Campus. The extra people
spreading the confusion on that Wednesday were five staff members
from the Tampa campus library, unpacking, sorting, and checking
the books. We of the St. Petersburg Campus are most grateful to
them for setting aside their duties in Tampa to spend one whole
day helping us over here.
Bookstore Bookstore
Closes
May 27, 1970 All Books will be returned to Tampa.
Books for Quarter Four Will Be Sold Beginning June 15, 1970.
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